
I am writing now, late night on my mobile after a long day out, one of these days to enrich the personal treasure we accumulate over a life time and the Italian weather can be really full of this. It
is quite strange the fact that I was really early to understand that and I really early understood to learn a new, technical language to communicate such love. Now I have the tecnique but have to
coma back to the real content like the  beauty Myrthe and I discovered today in Verona. I have parked the car quite far, trying to avoid fees and we walked and in a quite nice but very trafficked
and immigrant populated part to only later arrive in the heart of such warm city. A complete city with both a complex social reality but also a full landscape made of the Adige river, the Alps
mountains and the sun, but also the ancient architecture and the modern. It was impressive to see all the many ancient traces, the mausoleum of the rich but also San Zeno, the African saint
protector of a city now with allot of Africans. Myrthe and I could easily move back here... one day... Now Jacek is also in the house, we picked him and a nice local food in Soave, the tiny and
beautiful medieval town... ought to make him more optimistic about life!

We are seating in the kitchen now, Jacek, my Jung, doing is weekly update of his project (I do it every morning and he does it on Sundays) and Myrthe reading a book. Today we were visiting
many small towns at the foot of my alps, towns I had already visited many times and in this respect I was just a guide and it was not great fun other that we did see some memorable things like a
pianist playing illegally on the Bassano bridge (he played in many other cities breaking the Italian  bourgeoisness) but the nicest of everything was again the charming Asolo, empty and with a
very perfuming vegetation. All these towns were overall too small for me but Possagno, the birth city of Canova where I appreciated the several mountains. If I was to be an artist there my art
would be alpinism. There was no getting lost then and not really discoveries, the weather being grayish and myself feeling a bit sad for far away little August. As we drove home and stopped at a
cheaper supermarket to finally find some affordable food, I felt really disconnected to the bourgeoisie being emerged so terribly in Northern Italy. I could reconnect easily to the amazing
landscape but by no means to the people. In the evening I made risotto with my mom's squash and we are now on the way to bed as tomorrow we are picking up Brett, still Jacek's girl?

I am writing on my phone not to screw up the fantastic days spent with Myrthw and Jacek, two of the three persons who counts the most in my life (the other being little August). If I close my
eyes I see blue hills dissolving in the horizon, I see churches boldly built on top of them, I see the smokes of the many contrade we crossed today. I was very cautious not to push anyone in any
adventure but this was almost a magnet out in such an inviting nature of the south (no longer the hostile one of the north). The walk we took today started from our home, following tje train path
along the intensively green Astico river we reached the end line and I intuitively observed the profile of the mountain, finding like a general the right pass to cross and there was a path there,
steep but withe many blossoming Christmas roses. I easily made friend with Luciano, a dedicated alpinist who gave us some hint. The walk on the ridge was very nice and we were soon crossing
over to the other side where instead we met Donatella, a lady working at a bank who kindly drove us back to Piovene, our town for the coming week. There we did some grocery and now Myrthe
is kindly cooking for all of us.

A fantastic day driving out all the way to Brescia with the blue sky and picking up Brett to then walk with her luggage around the elegant city. It was nice seating in a cafe' in front of the duomo
facing a most shiny sun. I there had the intuition of going with the gang to the Iseo Lake and what an intuition it was... I remembered of an island there and we reached it by boat getting totally in
love with the most complete landscape. We walked to the other side of Monte Isola, totally in love with this very good and humble side of Italians. From there Jacek and I convinced the girls to
go up to the sanctuary and so we did, reaching the amazing top as the sun was setting... what a paradise on earth... I would ask nothing more and now I know what to go for!

An easy day, the last of the year. It was very sunny but cold, I mean the wind was cold. We drove to Bassano and then took the train to Venice where we met Eli, Myrthe's mother. Together we
went to my part of Venice, the one where I spent my university internship year more than a decade ago now. It was quite much nicer and sunnier than the dark and central part of Venice where

 usually makes us hang out. Walking and walking we reached the new and fancy contemporary art museum of Punta della dogana. There we ate the orecchiette pasta Myrthe
prepared for us and then Jacek and Brett went off alone and I waited out in the sun for Myrthe and her mother to check the museum. We latter walked to the station but our train was canceled and
I took the whole group to check the old Jewish ghetto and enjoy the less touristic parts of Venice and more particularly the more open and less unexplored. Now we are out in a cafe' where I
could quickly write to my son August and Raffaello, all currently in very cold countries.... where is the patriarch going? South? Now we ought to go back to the train and then celebrate
together the New Years Eve...

Another beautiful, sunny day. Everyone had hard to believe that such a day could exist and even myself took some time to remember that these sunny days are actually the norm here, on the
sunny side of the alps. I decided to take the big international group first to the entrancements of the Cengio mountain above us. They really loved it there, kissed by the sun, suspended in the very
blue sky. There was much love between me and Myrthe who had finally told her mother that we are moving together. Jacek too was really excited and proposed that we should do a project there
as part of our doctorate, some sort of sound walk commemorating the one hundred years anniversary of the First World War. Latter we went to Asiago but it was too crowded and Jacek and I
went alone to discuss the possibility next to the Ossario, the main war memorial in the highland. Back in the crowded city center we met my old cousin who invited all of us to have coffee with
his widow mother, Mariagrazia, my elementary school teacher. We talked about  in Canada and the medicines I am trying to smuggle for him there through my uncle Paolo. Latter we
went with  to eat in the high and snow covered mountains and now back we are, ready to depart to the miserable North.

At times I ask myself what is my destiny. I mean, I am definitely an animal made to live up and around the main highland. Circumstances wanted me to be taken out of the nestle, to adopt the
natural faculties developed in the highland in the more or less modern artificial places I have been experiencing around the world. Such a landscape is now taking place immaterially in my
project, it is recreated and reordered. Withing it is my testimony as that of an ancient man bury himself with his belongings. This is really now my drive an I am trying to change the social
circumstances in order to accomplish that. I have given up so much, most of my material security and now I am even compromising my source of income for that noble aspiration. All to be seen!
We are now on our way to Bergamo, all together, my faithful little crowd. I was really prepared like a little general today giving small orders to everyone and making things really rolling,
packing my mom's little car to the most and abandoning the foot of my mountains, crying mountains. Foot that we so diligently explored in this magnificent days, creating fantastic experiences
like climbing over dark cliffs to discover the sun or circumnavigating the beautiful Monte Isola, a beautiful truth worth remembering. Now in Bergamo, after a long journey with the slow
regional train, recollecting these intense weeks of little processing for my project but allot of gathering, mental gathering, impressions!

I am home now, my temporary home here in Sweden, an home without land and without a possibility to set any roots. I have dropped some seeds here however and some little plants have started
growing like little August who is now in the apartment with me. He is so big and the apartment is so little! I really wish now, quite badly, that I could share with him the incredible places I know
in my mountains and the surrounding mountains. Maybe I ought to wait with him but these ideal places like Bosco di Tretto, the Novegno and Monte Isola, will stay forever to light my heart. I
really wish to convey this, as a painter, an artist, to express this beauty, ultimately, and this is really my revelation now of a direction I wish to take and for which I am once again compromising
so much. The Virtual landscape on which to locate my project, is now taking slowly place in my mind as a sublime landscape including a representation of the world I have so uch explored. I did
not have time to develop much of that during this Northern Italian vacation, I am still gathering and today it was particularly charming walking down the medieval town of Betgamo in the dark
and then meeting Luca, a guy from nearby Lago di Como on the plane, and latter Roza, a Russian circus performer on the bus. It took extra time to get August in a station up North where Liselott
drove him and then come all the way South, but now we are here, ready for a weekend together!

I have certainly rested today, walking up in the middle of the night to work but then getting back to sleep with August in the big Japanese mattress until rather late. I did not feel all that good
about being back in dark and cloudy Sweden but I got down to work anyway, doing some painting and keeping up to fantasize about my Virtual game, the land I am creating digitally, the Ithaca I
have now generated to myself, realizing the impossibility to do so digitally. I did cry today, on the way to a dreadful mall to buy some cheap food, I did cry reading to August the last pages of the
Odyssey, with Ulysses meeting his father, the father who had planted so many fruit trees for him when he was little as I did for August. People here are certainly of another paste, there is not
such a sensibility, genetically they are by no doubt more opt to standardization and control. As for me, I just had this feeling of not knowing of my future. Coming back with the cheap grocery,
there was still some light in the sky and I proposed to August to stop in our little play ground. I there resumed some tai-chi and realized that really what made me endure this land has been my
discipline, first of all my physical discipline, swimming many kilometers a week until the countryside work combined with office work, cracked my back. Now I have figured out ways to go
around it and keep healthy, but most of all positive and fresh. I shall keep up with this attitude and avoid forced stagnations like that imposed by my supervisor whose main passions are chewing
tobacco, drinking and eating and my department at large. I ought to keep up my technical disciplining!

An okay day, all diluted in the half depressing weather of a not fulfill winter, a black winter, as they call it here, a winter without snow and gray. It is interesting how all these small factors,
summed up, contribute to big decisions in the life of a person, like moving abroad and so forth, particularly for persons like me and Myrthe, without really any deep roots mostly due to our
family situation. I did anyway tried to counteract to the state of apathy that this weather causes, a state that really facilitates drunkenness (both of alcohol, television, Internet but also of theory
books I believe... passive absorptions). With August I went out for a walk, a rather long one, next to the water and up a little mountain. They were no discoveries for me however as it was already
a place I have explored. This is maybe it, I am only very excited about new discoveries and the old Alps that I just left always have something to offer, valleys and villages. Ultimately I wish to
move back there but for now I feel like I still have some years of World War to fight up here and in a trenches. A very psychological war but I feel strong nonetheless, despite waking up so early
and having to act like a farmer, working on my project in the middle of the night to then go to bed again. I have found something, I am learning, or better stealing technology from the Northern
shore and will try to bring it back to the South, a new technology turned human! Later I have talked to trapped in the unusually super cold Canadian winter, totally isolated and also to
my Love in Utrecht... I hope all the best for us, yet there will be challenges ahead but these very challenges ought to keep us tight!

I think I know what I like in life and what to look for now. Here, in Sweden, I really like to be home, create the little intimate atmosphere with my most intimate ones (namely Myrthe and
August), while down South, in my native shore I like to be scouting up a sunny mountain and get a spiritual kick. It was a relief today to hear from Myrtina that she is open about keeping this
place as a base. It really makes me more tranquil to think of a stable base like this home in which providence has sort of brought me, like a mountaineer living in a cabin and bringing a woman
up, from the village far below. Apropos of mountains, following  advice yesterday, I showed August "Il Piccolo Alpino", a TV series from when I was his age, based on a novel 

also read. August was totally impressed and now, after having spent some time in the playground catching a ray of sun and training, now we are cooking the Mexican food we just got to
get back to see such a long epic. I have to acknowledge that Italians are really good to produce these epic, to make their life epic and not as plain and uninteresting as in more plain and
uninteresting lands. August is now cooking for me while I am writing, I am sort of training him to be autonomous and dependent like dependent are many of Italian kids now a days... this is
maybe what real education should be about, ex ducis, bringing out, make independent and not dependent as also academia is attempting on me.

A day at the university, waking up rather normally, with a quite nice night of sleep despite all the Italian movie watching yesterday night (maybe running and watching something connected to
my childhood helped). August woke up like a little soldier and was on my side at the university all day, without distress, always absorbed in his Virtual environments creation, reading comics (he
can now read) or doing some nice drawings about the war as I used to do when little. We went through together three shifts of students. In between we had a few activities like going to the gym
and eating first at the cafeteria and then at a fast-food, since August did not like the pasta I have prepared. The classes went well, too little technically challenging though and I really had fun with
the one students who asked me how to build a website, I was really competent in that and I think my choice to go more into a technical level is a good one (unless it is obstructed by my current
supervisor... have not heard of his reaction yet). After school I took August some stations towards town where his mom was supposed to pick him up. We really have fun together and even had a
little walk in this miserable half weather. Liselott said confirmed though that they are not going to move to the countryside, meaning that August is confined to grow up where he is growing up,
as for me is always a question mark but just take it as it comes. On my way home now, keeping up reading Lussu's First World War memorial, then a bath and a chat with Myrthe, prior resuming
my evening analogue production of drawings and fables. 

I spent the day at home taking nice care of myself and more particularly, from the start of the day about my project, updating and wrapping several month productions. Somehow I have a feeling
to be an Ulysses caught up in the island of theoretical creatures from which I am trying to escape not to transform myself in such a creature, the antithesis of my persona, a man with much to
storytell after so much experiencing. These days for me are like days of rest where however a certain trench war occurs continuously, a psychological conflict now with these creatures who are
also providing me with a stable economy, my bounty of war. I have been doing quite well otherwise, going out again in the warm and gray winter weather, finding a bit of nature in my little park,
doing Chinese gymnastics and running (the America equivalent). In the afternoon I spent a few hour going over the hundreds of pages I read, particularly yesterday night, about a First World
War memoir from which I was able to extracts allot of different sounds which Jacek intends to recreate for his Sound Walk commemorating the hundred years anniversary of the beginning of the
war. I talked to him, we all  seem happy talking about doing things rather then being completely mutilated by theory...  theory,  like many technical wars seems so much an invention of
civilizations lacking sun, theory seems actually the substitute for these unnatural people. I long for my mountains, it is clear and this project for me is a hope to maybe make it back there...  

I had to do my project update in the evening today since I woke up with some beautiful dreams but had to go immediately to the university to examine several groups of students. My Swedish
was well, considering it is my fourth language and everything went rather smoothly throughout the groups presentations of their media productions. I enjoy most of them although I believe
several were not all that happy with us teachers. I always feel a bit like cheating if I cannot deliver them a skill and it is really towards skills that I am trying now to orient myself. After some
gentle solicitations I was able to at last set the high up administration to work for me and solve my situation. It seems like they have efficiently discussed the matter among professors, mainly the
humanists and the natural scientists and have some options to offer during a faculty board meeting tomorrow. It was not then so much of a Kafka experience but rather that of a soldier in a
mission, holding his nerves most tight without loosing control (as those who have attempted such a mission before me). My project, my aim has kept panic away, like a samurai awaiting and then
making his movement. Will see tomorrow then what these options are but if I can, I would rather keep my spirit as a humanist intact and go for computer science, go for skills rather than critic.

I am now on the other side of the front. Like a deserter who did not wished to enroll into a war in the first place, I have betrayed the bunch of aristocrats making up the humanities and went over
to the natural sciences, the only place where a new and optimistic humanity can arise. I feel like a Turgenev's character, insulting the traditional aristocrat, by passing all its formalism although,
as Franklin Benjamin also showed in his scientific undertaking, also science, particularly in Europe, is filled with aristocrats. On the other hand now I won't have to deal with communists and
homosexuals... I have nothing against them as long as they don't impose their discourse over everything as it has occurred in the last year, a rather plain year where however I got a bit of
notions... My starting point needs to be my empirical work though and for that I have much prepared. I am skeptical though that my original plan will ever work in the context of academia in
general. i ought to have a goal though and I think the construction of a video-game based on a futuristic vision of my work will do. I have to make clear though, with my new supervisor that my
goal is also that, a navigable environment where all parts of my project are visually represented... that is fair enough... from the novel of the 19th century and the film of the 20th century, I most
certainly believe that the video-game is the last and ultimate message I can deliver! Now home, feeling like a zombie after waking up super early, after being to the gym where at last a bench
press was installed, after meeting the dean of the faculty board who has smuggled me to the natural sciences (he so much looked like my former father-in-law Göte!) and after supervising a
student exam, again in Swedish. By nature I am not a pedant person and I don't find it suitable anymore to teach these students taught to be totally pedant and drop their talent.

I woke up, the landscape has drastically changed with the snow, as drastically as my expectations now that I might be able to get back to my plan. I went directly to school today, forgetting again
my laptop. There I have emptied my office, throwing away allot of the theoretical papers I had to read in the last year. I carefully sorted everything in the recycle bin, removing all the metal
staples, saving only a few papers. It feels like I have been through all this indoctrination but my determination has not changed a bit... my plan is still the same and latter I was able to revisit it. I
did chat a bit with Myrthe on-line and did talk to a few students working like me on a Saturday, but I felt mostly like being alone cleaning up and leaving no traces behind as if I have never
existed, like a dog instinctively cleaning after his shit. I am quite a light human being in this respect, willing to be as light as possible in the material world of humans but certainly being of a big
weight in their souls... having left such an emptiness and all to be able to pursue my spiritual call. I also got at last the news today that my philosophy essay went through. It was really because of
this that I decided, in a state of total anger, to leave the old humanities behind. I already did so many years ago, opting for technology but this time I had to do it again... well, on the other hand I
always have to keep the balance between being a human and a machine. Now I am home alone, my heart at peace and my back a bit stiff even after more gymnastic today. My heart and brain are
at peace though, I have got work to do!

Tomorrow is my first meeting with Mauri, the new supervisor I have never met but on-line, technologically. I was quite mentally tired today, possibly because I knew what had to be  done during
this Sunday, get very prepared, allow the new professor no possibility to upset my plan as any interference screws me and I get unable to continue. I did that through out the day, after talking a
bit with Myrthe who just found out that she owns money to the tax office (I will help her out) and her mother's ex (drunk) boyfriend has committed suicide (a bit in the fashion of my father's ex
girlfriend... people getting unnecessary tragedies on their shoulders... fabricating their bad destinies). I also had to take a break from being indoor and took a rather decent walk to the mall despite
the actual winter now kicking in with snow and minus temperature plus also the fact that I still have to digitize allot of the walks I did during the Italy vacations (and they are terribly many!).
Anyway, at last in the afternoon I wrote for the third or fourth time I re-wrote my thesis plan. I would hate to receive a negative respond now, I just ought to do it as such! Now a little phone call
to and some food... really the life of a monk in jail, but under his own governance... 




